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Image 8: Salk Institute addition viewed from entrace to original courtyard, La Jolla, California
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Image 9: Kahn’s original courtyard, viewed from eastern entrance, La Jolla, California
Photograph by Dane Danielson, 20 December 2006.
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Image 10: Detailed campus map, showing Richards 
Lab (in red) in relation to nearby buildings.  Inset shows 
Richards Medical Laboratories from the northwest.
Background image from http://maps.google.com, 
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Common Type Quantity SF Total
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Reception 5 500 2500
Garden Lounge 1 2000 2000
Toilets 3000
18500
Specific
Lab (bio) 1 1000 1000
Greenhouse (bio) 1 1000 1000
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Total: 55300
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Image 13: Richards Medical Research Building, 
concrete structure highlighted in black, partition walls 
in red.  Note the highly irregular corridors.
All base plans provided by Space Planning and 
Operations of the University of Pennsylvania School 
of Medicine.
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Image 22: View looking north inside Tower X corridor. Image 23: View looking northeast inside Tower X corridor.
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Image 25: View looking northeast during construction, revealing construction of air intake towers on Tower X.
University of Pennsylvania Fisher Fine Arts Library Image Collection http://hdl.library.upenn.edu/1017.1/n2005020953
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Image 26: Aerial perspective looking northwest, showing changes to “nostrils” along south end of Tower X, as well as new space of Atrium Lounge.
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Image 27: Looking south into atrium lounge.
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Image 28: Still images from daylight study, 21 March, showing shade and lighting inside atrium lounge.
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Image 29: Various sections through atrium lounge.
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Image 30: Zoning of atrium lounge.
Image 31: Interior view inside lab tower.
University of Pennsylvania Fisher Fine Arts Library Image Collection http://hdl.library.upenn.edu/1017.1/n2006100052
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Image 32: Typical conditions in a south-facing lab.
Image 33: Conditions in the southwest corner of the lab tower before (above) and after (below) 
addition of shades and light shelves.
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Image 34: Interior view of perforated accordion blinds, with shadow cast by blinds visible at base of wall. Image 35: Looking into laboratory tower model with perforated blinds showing retained visibility through perforated panels.
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Image 36: Section through lab tower demonstrating new lighting conditions after implementation of light shelves and perforated blinds.
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